
REFERENCE SERIES
MM-100

Quick Guide



Thank you for your choice in purchasing our loudspeakers.  The CM-100 is one of our
smallest monitor speaker designed by Modvo, a manufacturer that specialize in building
compact loudspeakers.

The CM-100 speakers (from the module series) adds quality sound and design
at a very affordable price.  This compact monitor speaker adds big dynamics and sound,
something that is not heard of in a speaker this size.

INTRODUCTION:

PREPARING THE SPEAKERS:

Please read this entire manual before making any connections.  Follow the steps below.

   1. Before you hook-up your speakers, make sure your receiver/amplifier is powered
       off.  Once your amplifier is off, you can begin hooking up you speakers to the amp.

There are two terminals on the rear of each satellite speaker, one red positive (+) and the
other black negative (-).  The positive terminal of you speaker should be connected to
the positive lead of your amplifier / receiver and negative terminal to negative lead ( as
shown below).  If you are going to use these speakers as main (front speakers) speakers
on a 5.1 or 7.1 receiver, make sure they are connect to the front speaker leads as labeled
on your receiver.
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SPEAKER MAINTENANCE

For the life of your speakers, we recommend using reasonable power and volume level.
These speakers are designed to be used with amplifiers with a maximum power of 100
watts per channel.  To prevent burn-out or damage to the drivers, avoid setting bass
level on max, half way is more reasonable for a speaker this size.  This will prevent
the speakers from clipping and bottoming out at high level of sound.

CABINET MAINTENANCE

The speaker cabinets should be treated the same way as a piece of furniture.  Each
speaker cabinet is finished in a gloss paint, which does not require any special cleaning.
A simple lint-free cloth will work fine for cleaning.  Do not use any liquid chemicals to
clean, by doing so, this can streak the finish.  No sharp object should be place on or
near the speakers, by doing so, will scratch the finish.

CM-100 Compact Monitor Speakers

The CM-100 is one of our smallest monitor speaker designed by Modvo, business that
specialize in building compact loudspeakers.
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SYSTEM SPECIFICATION:

Monitor Speaker (each)

Cabinet Type: Sealed

Drivers:
1 1/8" silk dome tweeter
5 1/4" woofer with large rubber surround

Terminal Plate:
Gold Plated 5 way binding post terminals

Ohms: 8

Power handling:  15 - 100 watts max

Fequency Response: 96 - 20,000Hz

Sensitivity: 89 dB (/2.83V/m)

Dimensions:  7" W x 12" H x 8.25"D, Bottom. 7"Top
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